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Mongoose for Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mongoose is all about putting the data model where it should be: in your application. You can control everything from within your application in JavaScript, eliminating the need to work with the database or a separate management system.


	Mongoose for Application Development is a practical, hands-on guide that takes you from...
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Beginning iOS 7 Development: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2014

	The team that brought you the bestselling Beginning iPhone Development is back again for Beginning iOS 7 Development, bringing this definitive guide up-to-date with Apple's latest and greatest iOS 7 SDK, as well as with the latest version of Xcode.


	There’s coverage of brand-new technologies, including a...
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AngularJS: Up and Running: Enhanced Productivity with Structured Web AppsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If want to get started with AngularJS, either as a side project, an additional tool, or for your main work, this practical guide teaches you how to use this meta-framework step-by-step, from the basics to advanced concepts. By the end of the book, you’ll understand how to develop a large, maintainable, and performant...
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REST API Design RulebookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll...
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Blood: Physiology and Circulation (The Human Body)Rosen Education Service, 2010

	Humans have been fascinated by the intricacies of

	blood as far back as early Egyptian civilization.

	Tombs in Egypt depicted bloodletting—a procedure

	through which blood is intentionally removed from a

	vein—as a treatment for sick patients. Some ancient

	Greeks drank the blood of a fallen warrior, believing that...
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Practical jQueryApress, 2015

	Practical jQuery is your step-by-step guide to using jQuery in the real world, taking you from downloading jQuery all the way to extending it by writing your own plug-ins and testing the DOM using QUnit. jQuery is one of today’s most popular JavaScript web application development frameworks and libraries. While getting started...
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PySide GUI Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Newbies to GUI programming in Python will find this book indispensable. As well as the basic concepts, you'll be taught PySide in detail through practical instructions and create your own applications with customized widgets and dialogs.


	Overview

	
		Designed for beginners to help them get started with...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Advanced  Dynamics: Analytical and Numerical Calculations with MATLABSpringer, 2012

	Advanced Dynamics: Analytical and Numerical Calculations with MATLAB provides a thorough, rigorous presentation of kinematics and dynamics while using MATLAB as an integrated tool to solve problems. Topics presented are explained thoroughly and directly,allowing fundamental principles to emerge through applications from areas such as...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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The Idea Accelerator: How to Solve Problems Faster Using Speed ThinkingAllen & Unwin, 2011

	
		
			
				A toolkit of 60 practical ways by which the reader can think faster to reach earlier decisions, without neglecting a conscious, deliberate, and reflective approach

			
				Creating new ideas and growth opportunities is the lifeblood of any organization, but time to come up with new...
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Mastering DockerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Rethink what's possible with Docker – become an expert in the innovative containerization tool to unlock new opportunities in the way you use and deploy software


	About This Book

	
		Create highly scalable applications and services using the Linux container virtualization paradigm
	...
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